Asymmetry of magnetic objects in a fluid under an oscillating magnetic field leads to a wealth of nonequilibrium dynamics phenomena including a novel ratchet effect without an asymmetric substrate. These nonlinear dynamics are explained in the framework of the Stokes' model by a drag coefficient, which depends on the direction of motion. This approach is general and is independent of the physical mechanism responsible for this directional dependence of the drag coefficient as well as the size of the object. The theoretical model is experimentally verified for two systems, a nonrigid magnetic microcoil and a chiral magnetic macroobject immersed in a bounded fluid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear dynamics imply various regimes of motion. Some examples of these regimes include laminar versus turbulent flows of a liquid [1] or synchronous versus asynchronous rotations of molecules in a liquid crystal driven by a rotating magnetic field [2] . One of the types of nonlinear dynamics, which has attracted a wide interest, is the ratchet effect arising due to the asymmetry of the potential, e.g., owing to the interaction with a substrate [3] [4] [5] , or the asymmetry of the drive or of the surrounding media [6] [7] [8] [9] without asymmetric substrates. In contrast to the aforementioned reasons, our analysis shows that a ratchet effect can occur due to asymmetry of the dissipation, owing to the shape of a system. Moreover, transitions between different regimes of motion are due to external influences, i.e., interaction with the surrounding media and applied fields. Here, we show that a dependence of the drag coefficient on the direction of motion due to the asymmetry of the object's shape readily explains the nonlinear behavior in the presence of a periodic driving force. This explanation is general and is independent of the size of the object and the physical mechanism of the directional dependence of the drag coefficient.
In contrast to the nonlinearity of the drag torque as a function of the angular velocity developing for a rotationally asymmetric object at high Reynolds numbers, there are two possible physical mechanisms underlying the directional dependence of the drag coefficient in the Stokes' regime at low Reynolds numbers. One is related to nonrigidity of the moving object, leading to its rotationally asymmetric shape, whereas, the other is pertinent to the motion of a chiral body immersed in a bounded fluid. Here, we experimentally verify the applicability of our theoretical model for two systems, a nonrigid magnetic microcoil and a chiral magnetic macroobject immersed in a bounded fluid.
II. DIRECTIONAL ASYMMETRY OF THE DRAG TORQUE OF A CHIRAL OBJECT, NONRIGID OR IMMERSED IN A BOUNDED FLUID
Consider the motion of an object carrying a magnetic moment M(t) in a viscous medium, which is subject to a rotating * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: v.fomin@ ifw-dresden.de external magnetic field B(t;ω mag ), with frequency ω mag . The magnetic moment tends to align to the magnetic field. The position of the object at any given time is characterized by the angle obj (t) between M(t) and an axis in the plane where B(t; ω mag ) rotates. The resulting time-dependent driving torque is T M ( obj ,t) = F sin(ω mag t − obj ), where F is a product of the amplitudes of the magnetic moment and the magnetic field. Rotational dynamics of the object with the moment of inertia I under the action of the driving torque T M ( obj ,t) and the drag torque T D (d obj /dt) is governed by the equation of motion,
The system may reveal a uniform-in-time rotation (linear regime), synchronized to the driving torque, with a phase shift φ : lin obj (t) = ω mag t − φ. The linear regime is possible only when the frequency ω mag is lower than a certain transition frequency ω T [10] :
where the parameters in the denominator are determined in Eq. (2) . At the transition frequency ω T , the system enters a nonlinear regime characterized by back-and-forth motions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . For a chiral object, there are different shape factors depending on the direction of motion, κ CW for clockwise (CW) and κ CCW for counterclockwise (CCW) rotational motion. Therefore, the drag torque is modified in a time-dependent way, which is mediated by the dependence of the shape factor κ on the sign of the angular velocity
where V is the volume of the object and η is the dynamic viscosity of the environment. In the systems considered below, the Reynolds number for the macroscopic object at the highest angular velocity d obj /dt = 0.5 kdeg/s reaches it maximal value ∼1 at the most distant points from the rotation axis, and for the microhelix coil structure, it constitutes ∼10 −4 , which makes it reasonable to assume the regime of linear drag force.
III. DYNAMICS OF A CHIRAL MACROOBJECT IN A BOUNDED FLUID AND OF A DEFORMABLE MICROCOIL
We set out to theoretically and experimentally investigate the dynamics of a chiral macroobject, possessing such a direction dependent but velocity independent drag coefficient.
The investigated object consists of three NdFeB magnets (1 × 1 × 3 mm 3 ; weight = 22 mg) glued together in a Z-like configuration, Fig. S1 (Supplemental Material [17] ). The object is rotated about the magnetic field (of a rotating magnet below the sample) perpendicular to the object's plane and passing through the geometrical center of the middle magnet. Due to the asymmetry of the object, the shape factor of the clockwise (κ CW ) direction of motion is significantly different compared to that of the counterclockwise direction (κ CCW ). The experimental setup consists of the object placed in an oil-filled Petri dish positioned ∼15 cm above a rotating magnet on a motor, which can be set to the desired rotational speeds. The magnitude of the kinematic viscosity of the oil is 30 mm 2 /s (at 40
• C), and the density of the oil is 900 kg/m 3 . The magnetic fields, at the height of the Petri dish, are selected to be 0.35, 0.65, 0.8, and 1.15 mT at maximum. The rotations of the motorized magnet are performed in plane to that of the magnetic macroobject (similar to a typical stirring-rod setup).
The macroobject is chiral, i.e., it does not have mirror symmetry about a plane that contains its rotational axis [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Shape factors κ CCW = 672 and κ CW = 139 are derived from experimental data fitting (see below). In this case, we obtain ω T (κ CCW ) < ω T (κ CW ) with ω T (κ CCW ) = 123 and ω T (κ CW ) = 596 deg/s. We perform theoretical simulations of the dynamics of the macroobject where we keep κ CW constant and render the object more and more asymmetric by increasing κ CCW from 139 (=κ CW ) to 672. Initially, when κ CCW = κ CW , trajectories characterizing the motion of the object [orange and blue lines in axis and independent of the frequency ω mag of the magnetic field. This holds for both the linear [ Fig. S2 (a) (Supplemental Material [17] )] and the nonlinear [ Fig. 1(a) ] regimes of motion. When the object becomes asymmetric, a significant difference between CCW and CW trajectories emerges.
We start with the magnetic field of 0.35 mT. The calculations for ω mag = ± 0.5 kdeg/s (Supplemental Material [17] ) and 1.0 kdeg/s (Fig. 1) reveal the following common feature of the shape factor. For CCW excitation at |ω mag | > ω T (κ CCW ), the system is in the nonlinear regime revealing back-and-forth motion [ Fig. 1(a), upper part] . Its rotational velocity increases until it reaches the maximum [ Fig. S2(b) (Supplemental Material [17] ), green curve, and Fig. 1(b) ] close to the transition frequency ω T (κ CCW ). Further on, the velocity decreases, and the motion deviates significantly from the linear regime of rotation, resulting in back-and-forth motions: I.e., at a certain moment, the velocity d obj /dt changes its sign from positive to negative [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This causes the system to simultaneously acquire a smaller shape factor κ CW and to continue to move in the CW direction until its negative velocity reaches the transition frequency −ω T (κ CW ). At this instant, the negative velocity starts to increase. A driving torque forces the system to rotate in the CCW direction so that the velocity d obj /dt further increases and, at a certain moment, again changes its sign [ Fig. 1(b) ], now, from negative to positive with a larger shape factor κ CCW . As a result, the shape factor as a function of time manifests intermittent behavior.
For frequencies |ω mag | > ω T (κ CW ), the system is always in a nonlinear regime of motion. For CW excitation (ω mag = − 1.0 kdeg/s), the motion [ Fig. 1(a) , lower part] is only slightly affected by increasing κ CCW . In contrast, for a CCW excitation (ω mag = + 1.0 kdeg/s), the trajectories are strongly influenced by changing the value of κ CCW . The maximal angular velocity [ Fig. 1(b) ], equal to ω T (κ CCW ), decreases inversely proportional to κ CCW , whereas, the minimal angular velocity always remains the same [equal to ω T (κ CW )]. Therefore, even for the CCW excitation (ω mag = +1.0 kdeg/s), starting from a certain magnitude of the shape factor κ CCW , the overall angular displacement of the object is in the CW direction [ Fig. 1(b) , upper part; curve for κ CCW = 672]. This is the hallmark of a ratchet effect due to the strongly asymmetric drag, and the corresponding average angular velocity becomes negative [ Fig. 1(b) ].
The motion of the chiral macroobject is an intermitting sequence of stages governed by two different shape factors. Its characteristics, e.g., the average angular velocity [ Fig. 2(a) ] and the average shape factor [ Fig. 2(b) ], are controlled by the frequency of the magnetic field ω mag . As seen in Fig. 2(a) , for an object of asymmetric shape, at a given value of the CCW excitation frequency (e.g., ω mag = +0.5 kdeg/s), an increase in the value of κ CCW (a stronger asymmetry) results in a transition from the linear regime of rotation to the nonlinear regime of back-and-forth motions, followed by the occurrence of the ratchet effect. As typically observed in the experiment, there is a transition between different regimes of motion with increasing ω mag (Supplemental Material video "Macro" [17] ). By making the selection of the intermittent κ for the object rotating CW and CCW, the experimental dynamics fits the theoretical prediction. For a symmetric object, the model with a single (direction independent) shape factor is sufficient for interpreting the experimentally observed dynamics.
It is already known from experiment (see, e.g., Fig. 6 in Ref. [18] ) that, even in the linear drag regime, the shape of a chiral object may be dependent on the direction of rotation. This finding does not contradict the conclusion of Ref. [19] (where it is stated that, for a rigid body in an unbounded fluid in the linear regime of rotation, the rotation tensor is symmetric) because the body is not rigid, i.e., it is not identical to itself when it rotates CW and CCW. We assume that this mechanism is relevant to explain the asymmetry of the shape factor of a deformable microcoil in Refs. [15, 16] (see below).
Asymmetry of a nonlinear drag can, in principle, result in a similar observation. To clarify this point, we have performed additional measurements of the transition frequencies ω T at different values of the applied magnetic field for the chiral macroscopic object analyzed in our paper (Fig. 3) . The experimental data are fitted to the model assuming the same values of κ CW and κ CCW independent of the applied magnetic field. By making the above-described selection of the intermittent κ for the object rotating CW (positive angular velocity; κ CW = 672) and CCW (negative angular velocity; κ CCW = 139), the experimental dynamics fit the theoretical prediction (Fig. 3) . This clear agreement between the theory and the experiment implies that rotationally anisotropic shape factors explain the experimental observation. In turn, these data confirm that a linear, rather than quadratic, drag is experienced by the chiral macroscopic object. This finding does not contradict the above-mentioned conclusion of Ref. [19] because the chiral macroscopic object does move in a bounded fluid, i.e., it experiences different influences from the side of the bottom of an oil-filled Petri dish when it rotates CW and CCW (see Supplemental Material [17] for details).
IV. DYNAMICS OF A "CLASSICAL RATCHET" WITH THE DIRECTIONAL ASYMMETRY OF THE POTENTIAL
We also demonstrate a classical ratchet effect due to the directional asymmetry of the potential, which leads to a time-irreversible evolution of systems [20, 21] . We fabricated [17] )]. The ratchet is placed on oil in a Petri dish positioned 8 cm above a rotating motorized permanent magnet. It is important to indicate that the teeth of the gear do not touch the surface of the oil. The strength of the magnetic field at the height of the Petri dish is ∼2 mT. Two series of experiments were performed. In the first series, the gear without the pawl was rotating with the same angular velocity in the CCW and CW directions. As the object is rotationally symmetric, its motion is observed to be independent of the excitation direction. On the contrary, when the pawl is engaged, the strongly asymmetric potential for rotation of the gear becomes relevant. The position of the pawl is chosen to forbid rotation of the gear in the CCW direction but not to influence its CW motion. Therefore, a pronounced asymmetry in the motion of the ratchet is visualized. Peculiarly, as predicted, when excited in the CCW direction, the ratchet is found to rotate in the CW direction. The response of the ratchet on different excitations is shown in the Supplemental Material videos "Uninhibited Ratchet" and "Inhibited Ratchet" [17] .
The behavior of the average shape factor with increasing the CCW excitation frequency |ω mag | [ Fig. 2(b) ] provides an explanation for the increase in the effective shape factor with increasing excitation frequency. This was experimentally observed [15] in the dynamics of radial-magnetized microhelix coils (Fig. 4) . More specifically, we consider a radialmagnetized microhelix coil [22] with small structural asymmetry [ Fig. 4(a) ], which is rotating, being driven in an external magnetic field with excitation frequency ω mag . We mapped the dynamics of this coil with the angular coordinate coil theoretically, which was possible by assuming, again, different shape factors for CW and CCW motions [ Fig. 4(b) ] about the coil's axis. However, both parameters remain constants, independent of the absolute value of ω mag . The experiment [15] implies that the transition region between different regimes of motion (rotational and oscillatory-like rotative) is between ω mag = 250
• and 300
• s −1 . By selecting an intermittent κ, the theoretical model explains the experimental dynamics. The motion on a long time scale can be described by introducing an average shape factor κ calculated through a probability of either CW or CCW motion occurring [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The coil's average angular velocity d coil /dt as a function of ω mag is linear for ω mag < 250
• s −1 and decaying for ω mag > 250
• s −1 [ Fig. 4(d) ].
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, an intermittent shape factor leads to a dramatic qualitative difference between the regimes of dynamics of a chiral object for both directions of rotation of the magnetic field. This is distinct from the case of symmetric dynamics for both directions of excitation, revealed by a symmetric object. The fundamental asymmetric dissipation in oscillative motion is of significance not only for macrosystems, but also for obtaining insight into the mechanical properties of a wide class of driven microobjects, including magnetic microsystems, biological cells with magnetite [23] , and magnetotactic bacteria [24, 25] . Manipulation of magnetic particles with a rotating magnetic field provides a straightforward technique to wind up biological molecules and to study their structural properties [26] by following the rotational dynamics of the microobjects in fluids.
